
On March 13th, 2001, we hit the dizzy height of 500 registered atlassers! The lucky #500 was

Kyle Lewkowich of Winnipeg. From here, it is onward and upward! THANK YOU!
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1) April 9th & 10th FortWhyte Alive, Winnipeg (4 “how to” sessions, 2 ID workshops)

Session 1:

Saturday 09:30 Introduction to Atlassing (and opportunity to ask questions)

10:00 Atlassing in the Field. (outdoor atlassing in small groups, advice on

atlassing methods and bird identification tips as required.

11:00 Data Entry Workshop. Any data collected from the group

activity will be entered using the atlas online system.

Workshop 1:

Saturday 12:00 Sparrow Identification - Ward Christianson

Session 2:

Saturday 13:00 Introduction to Atlassing

14:00 Atlassing in the Field

15:00 Data Entry Workshop

Session 3:

Sunday 9:30 Introduction to Atlassing

10:00 Atlassing in the Field

11:00 Data Entry Workshop

Workshop 2:

Sunday 12:00 Raptor Identification - Bob Shettler

Session 4:

Sunday 13:00 Introduction to Atlassing

14:00 Atlassing in the Field

15:00 Data Entry Workshop

2) April 16th Mars Hill WMA Contact Atlas Office for details

3) April 20th Lac Du Bonnet Library Contact Peter Taylor or Atlas Office for details

4) May 28th Morden (A Rocha Prairie Canada Field station) Contact Atlas Office



Owl Surveys & the Atlas

We are pleased to announce

that all Manitoba Nocturnal Owl

Survey (NOS) data will now be

automatically transferred to the

atlas. This means that with just a

little more effort, your volunteer contribution can get

double mileage. Since NOS are run annually, with the

same observer repeating the same route, they are

extremely useful for monitoring change over time.

Atlases, on the other hand, provide a precise snapshot

(within a five-year window) of distribution and

abundance. These surveys complement each other very

well and inform conservation efforts.

The following simple steps will facilitate the transfer:

1. Find out if your NOS survey stops already have

coordinates provided:

if so, please indicate on your NOS form

if not, borrow a GPS unit or use Google Earth to

record all stop coordinates. If unsure, contact

Christian Artuso at cartuso@birdscanada.org, or

204-945-6816, or 1-800-214-6497 for assistance.

2. If you do not currently have an NOS route assigned

& would like to try, or if you want an additional route,

contact Christian Artuso (as above).

3. Conduct your NOS route as usual. All owls heard

will be coded as “S” as a default unless you indicate

another code in the comments section of the NOS form.

Note: with coordinates indicated for each stop it is

not necessary to know what atlas square you are in.

4. Submit your NOS forms as usual. In addition, try

entering your NOS data online

(optional of course but we’d

really appreciate it!) at:

www.birdscanada.org/

birdmon/mbowls/entry.jsp

(you will need to register for

Nature Counts first at

www.birdscanada.org/

birdmon/default/register.jsp

to have a user name and

password). Contact us for

assistance!

Feel free to atlas at night in your

square. However, if you wish to

conduct an owl survey in your square, try the following:

i. There are up to 30 pre-designated roadside

point count locations within each square. These are

marked on the map of each 10-km square. You can use

these as a basis for an NOS point count survey. Start with

designated point count location #1 and check each

designated point count location on the map sequentially

until you have selected the first 10 designated survey

locations that are likely to be suitable for owls. Ensure

that all survey points are at least 1.6 km apart. We

recommend that you actually go the field during daylight

hours to locate each point. This makes it easier to find the

points when you go back after dark.

ii. If you arrive at a point and realize that it is not

suitable, you should reject this point and find a new one

among the designated points, using the same rules as

above. If you cannot find 10 suitable survey points in

your square, it is perfectly acceptable to do fewer than10

stops. You may chose to do stops in a neighbouring

square as well. Note: It is essential that you do not

include undesignated locations known to have owls, on

such surveys because this would bias your results.

iii. Try to conduct your nocturnal point count at

the designated locations as precisely as you can determine

them (using the map or GPS); however, if the habitat is

unsuitable at that location but there is habitat nearby, or if

parking at that location would be dangerous, you may

move anywhere within 100m of that location to do the

actual survey. For example, if the designated point count

location is 75m from a woodlot, you can move to the

edge of the woodlot or up to 25m inside the woodlot to do

the survey. If you have a GPS, and you do in fact move

more than about 50m from the designated location on

your atlas map, you should provide the UTM of the

location where you actually did the survey.

iv. Points can be surveyed in the most convenient

order (not necessarily sequentially 1-10). It is important

that you conduct a full NOS protocol at each stop and

complete the data form for each location, whether or not

you actually find owls. Negative data are also important!

This distinguishes such surveys from general atlassing.

v. If you find owl in your square during the

daytime or opportunistically, please include them on your

breeding evidence form; HOWEVER, do not let them

influence the way you conduct nocturnal point counts.



This document provides some atlassing tips and guidelines for when to atlas and what to look for. It is very

general and there will be exceptions to every rule; for example, weather conditions can sometimes affect

migration and therefore the timeframes listed below. As many birds sing and exhibit courtship behaviour

during migrating, some atlassers have asked us how to determine if the birds they see are migrants or local

breeders. We hope this document will help.

A Month-by-Month Guide to Atlassing Text and photos:  Bob Shettler

March and early April is also when you can see huge flocks of migrating geese and ducks. These flocks may 

land on the ponds and lakes in your squares, but they may not be local breeders. March is a great time to 

watch for the nesting activity of species that use stick nests. Before the trees leaf out, spend some time in 

your squares to locate old nest sites. Mark these locations and return to them in the following weeks. You 

may be rewarded with a pair of nesting owls, hawks, ravens, or magpies. Once the leaves are out, it is very 

difficult to locate nests, even large stick nests. Try to spot the adult’s heads over the nest rim from a 

respectful distance. Many owls start their territorial song by third week of March. 

The beginning of April is best because by the end of April the frogs will be calling and it becomes more 

difficult to hear owls. American Crows, Red-tailed Hawks and Black-billed Magpies are building their nests. 

Some early migrant songbirds such as American Robin, Horned Lark, Common Grackle and Eastern 

Phoebes begin nesting. In April, it is difficult to filter out the few breeders from the many migrants and 

therefore it is especially important to observe the birds' behaviour closely for breeding evidence. 

APRIL: From roughly the first week of April, sparrow 

migration begins. Care must be taken in recording atlas sightings 

of sparrows in April. This is the very best time to get out after 

dark and listen for the territorial calls of owls in your square as 

later arriving migratory species such as Long-eared Owl are 

returning, as well as American Woodcock and Wilson’s Snipe, 

and Ruffed Grouse often drum at night (beginning late March). 

MAY: Beginning roughly the second week of May and 

continuing through the month, the bulk of our songbirds such as 

warblers, vireos, and flycatchers are migrating. Exercise caution 

in making atlas entries at this time. You should consider May 

mainly a migration month, except for those species noted above 

and resident species. You can enter data for some early breeders 

such as Killdeer; however, care is needed because migrants 

heading further north and local breeders co-occur in May. 

FEBRUARY: Some owls, especially Great Horned Owl, nest 

very early, as do Gray Jay, Common Raven, and sometimes both 

crossbill species. Look for the ear tufts of a Great Horned Owl 

poking out from a stick nest (see photos on p8 of this newsletter).

MARCH: Hawk and eagle migration is concentrated in 

the last week of March and first week of April. Be careful of 

making atlas entries for hawks in this timeframe. Weather 

conditions may delay the migration and raptors may be "backed 

up" in your square, waiting for conditions to change. The end of



A Month-by-Month Guide to Atlassing cont. Text and photos:  Bob Shettler

JUNE: From the second week of June, you can be 

fairly certain that most migrants have passed through southern 

Manitoba, though beware the possibility of a late migrant. This 

now begins the peak atlassing period. You are now generally safe 

to record sightings of flycatchers, vireos, wrens, warblers, 

tanagers, etc. Local birds should all be on territory now, singing 

loudly. For those with a keen ear, this is the best time to do point 

counts. This is a great time to find species in your square because 

the wind is generally calm, the traffic is at a minimum, and the 

birds are most active. Many small songbirds have an amazingly 

short nesting period: nest building, egg laying, incubation and 

brooding may all be completed within a month.

JULY/AUGUST: These can be the most productive months for 

the atlasser to confirm breeding activity for many species. This is 

when most songbirds are either feeding fledged young or feeding 

young at the nest. Because of all this activity, this is the easiest 

time of the year to locate songbird nests. This is what the project 

is really about, confirming breeding activity. Late nesters such as 

Cedar Waxwing, American Goldfinch, and Eastern Wood-Pewee 

are now nesting. A few grassland songbirds, such as Sprague’s 

Pipit, are still very vocal into mid July. August is still a good time 

to find waterfowl broods. Nonetheless, some birds have already 

begun their southbound migration by mid July and by the end of 

July many shorebirds are on the move, so do be cautious. 

SEPTEMBER: Atlasing activity is mostly finished for the 

year, though there are some exceptions; for example, some birds 

that have had multiple broods or re-nested for some reason. 

American Goldfinch sometimes breed in September and Barn 

Swallow and Mourning Dove have been known to nest into early 

October. As in August, there are still opportunities to pick up 

broods of flightless waterfowl. This is the time to ensure all your 

records have been entered and all your reports are completed. We 

strongly suggest that you complete your data entry as you go 

along, as it is always better to enter your information while it is 

fresh in your mind. 

The above guidelines are very generalised and the situation can differ in different parts of the province and 

in different years depending on conditions. Finding the unexpected is part of the joy of birding. In fact, we 

believe that this atlas will change what we know about Manitoba’s birds. If in doubt about whether or not a 

bird is a migrant or a local breeder or how best to enter an observation into the atlas, please consult 

“Breeding dates” on the atlas website under the heading “Resources”. If still in doubt, please don’t be shy 

to contact the atlas office. That is what we are here for!



On Our Website 

The atlas website has a new annotated system. If you see a warning that

some of your breeding evidence codes may be invalid, scroll through the

pages of your breeding evidence form and look for the red, green and

yellow exclamation marks. There are 3 levels of errors: caution (green

icon ), unusual code (yellow ) and invalid code (red ), and

you can leave your cursor over the icon or click on them for specific

details in the yellow information boxes as shown below.



C. Artuso

On Our Website 

A new quiz tool has been installed on the website at:

http://www.birdatlas.mb.ca/mbdata/atlasquiz.jsp

This is a great way to test your knowledge of bird behaviour and the application of atlas codes.

Hey Bill, that Question #8 is 

a real head-scratcher, eh!

Well Beak, I’d say if two Great     

Horned Owls are hooting, the answer     

is get the hoot out of there!

WILDERNESS ATLASSING ANYONE?

We’re heading north! In 2011, the Atlas will make a concerted effort to get good coverage of parts of 

central and northern Manitoba without road access. We are currently seeking in-kind assistance from 

lodges and outfitters and various other organizations to help us to plan a series of atlassing expeditions, 

some fly-in, some boat-access, in the summer of 2011. If you have wilderness experience, or canoe-

camping experience and might enjoy a remote atlassing expedition, please contact Bonnie Chartier at 945-

7758 or toll-free at 1-800-214-6497 (ask to be put through to the Breeding Bird Atlas). Likewise if you 

have contacts in the north, or a canoe you could lend us, or any other way in which you think you could 

assist us gain access to the vast roadless parts of Manitoba, please get in touch!  We now have several 

“Song Meters” with powerful recording equipment so we can even send these with less experienced 

birders into wilderness areas and transcribe the data later. In 2011, the big challenge begins!  

Try our new quiz!



The Big Picture 

Remember:  In 2011,  you should START AFRESH, i.e. record your first 

visit to your square as visit #1. HOWEVER, you can keep track of 

which species to look for and which have already been recorded by 

viewing the maps and the “Square Summary Sheets” on the web page 

(under the “Data and Maps” heading). These will be refreshed regularly 

throughout the summer. The column labelled “Code”shows the highest 

breeding evidence recorded to date and the column labelled “%” shows 

the percentage of squares where a given species has been recorded 

against the total number of squares in the given region for which data 

has been entered (summary information at top of form).



Photo Crop
FAQ:  What do I do if I am not sure about a bird’s identification

or if they are a migrant or local breeder?

Take photos, ask us, ask others, consult the “breeding dates” (under 

“Resources” on the website)… if still in doubt, leave it out!

Early birds: These two female Great Horned Owls (top) had initiated their clutches in different suburbs of

Winnipeg by late February 2011 and were among the first atlas entries this year! Meanwhile Boreal Owls

(bottom left) are now singing and Eastern Screech-Owls (bottom right) are pairing up. Photos: Christian Artuso



CONTACT INFORMATION

Christian Artuso (Atlas Coordinator),   Bonnie Chartier (Assistant Coordinator)

The Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas

24-200 Saulteaux Cr, Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3

Tel:       204-945-6816  or 945-7758  Toll-free:  1-800-214-6497 Fax: 204-945-3077

Email:  cartuso@birdscanada.org   or  mbatlas@bsc-eoc.org

Priority Squares
Baillie Birdathon

This year, we are conducting a 

Baillie Birdathon to raise money for 

the atlas. If you would like to 

participate or sponsor an atlasser, 

please go to our team page at:  

http://www.gifttool.com/athon/Ou

rTeamPage?ID=1914&AID=1491

&TID=8663 and then click on the 

name of any of the team members 

on the right hand side of your screen 

under "Sponsor a Team Member" 

and then on the "sponsor me" button 

(or join our team and do a birdathon 

yourself!). 

Thank you!

Remember:  We want this newsletter to be a voice for all 

involved. Please send us your photos, your 

stories, your questions, and your feedback!

The Baillie Fund 

Remember this year that if you are

travelling to a remote area of the

province to atlas, we can cover some

of your expenses (up to a maximum

of $500) through the Baillie Fund (if

you travel > 300 km from home, gas

mileage is reimbursed at $0.20 /

km). Please click on the following

icon on the atlas front page for

details:

If you don’t qualify for the Baillie

Fund, please keep any appropriate

receipts ask us for a tax receipt to

help defray your costs.

Keeners, please take note! If you have finished general

atlassing or point counts in your square, and you are keen enough

to do more, please contact your regional coordinator for guidance

in selecting new squares. This is because, the atlas technical

committee and the regional coordinators have devised a system

of priority squares. Our goal, over the five years of the project,

is to direct traffic such that we get at least 20 hours of coverage

and 15 point counts in every priority square.

In southern Manitoba, one in every six squares will be designated

a priority square (in the north, fewer squares will be selected).

This won’t affect most people who are focusing their effort on

their chosen atlas square, but for those of you who are willing to

branch out it will there to guide your efforts.

We will soon have maps ready showing priority squares, which

we will post on the website. We plan to have these available at

our workshop at FortWhyte Alive on April 9th and 10th and will

post more information in our next bulletin. Please, stay tuned for

details or contact us with questions!

Around the corner! 

Ken and Angie 

Williams examine 

their layout in 

preparation for a 

canoe trip on the 

Bloodvein River. 

Photo: Ken Williams



THANKS to ALL our 503 registered atlassers, we have achieved great things so far and are ready to do

even more in 2011. We also thank all those individuals and organizations who offered financial and in-kind

support, that made the Atlas’s inaugural year possible.

The Atlas partners and funders:

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR VOLUNTEERS:

2010 ATLAS STATS   (as of March 31st 2011)

Registered Atlassers: 503

General Atlassing: 5283 hours in 1118 squares 

Point Counts: 3729 point counts in 292 squares 

# Species: 272 =   227 confirmed, 29 probable, 16 possible (15 observed only)

Atlas supporters:


